lateen sails to the following breez5 the galleys headed north, and the
slave-gangs rested. But later in the day the wind veered round and
freshened, and in the teeth of a tramontana they took to the oart again,
and progress became slow. The wind continuing from that quarter,
the fleet, creeping along the coast by day and anchoring in shelter at
night, consumed the greater part of a week in coming again within
sight of Mount Vesuvius. But it was € week of pleasant voyaging
under bright skies and in weather agreeably cooled by the steady
breeze.
Gianna's anxieties had been diminished by Don Alvaro*s
unquestioning acceptance of the account that Prospero had rendered.
Prospero, himself, with faith in his fortunes, and enheartened to find
himself once more with his own fleet, refused to entertain misgivings.
his own appointing and their crews. He learnt of the claim which on
the presumption of his death had been laid to these vessels by his uncle
Rainaldo, laughed at Rainaldo's coming disappointment and approved
the delay of the Imperial Courts in satisfying the claim.
So care-free, indeed, did his mind become in those days when they
hugged the green coast of the Terra di Lavoro, that he composed some
fifty stanzas of his lately neglected Ligunad. They are those which
deal with Dona's exploits at Mehedia, the ironical undertone of which,
from the first line,
Tuond con prepotenza rammiraglio9
was long a mystery to his commentators.
Once Gianna questioned him on his present intentions, supposing
that this meeting with the Neapolitan fleet should have given them
shape. He answered with a laugh that he had taken "Sequere Deum"
for his motto.
"Dragut was wont to say that Allah has bound the fate of evety
men about his neck. Why labour then to ponder it? I follow my
destiny, and I know that it is kindly, for it has united us and it has
delivered us already from one great peril. So have faith in it as I have,
my Gianna."
On a sigh she answered him: "My faith is in you, Prospero.*'
And so, she trusting to him, and he trusting to fortune, they came
at eventide on a Sunday of August into the spacious Bay of Naples,
dominated by Vesuvius, whose crown of lambent flames set a fierce,
orange glow against a sky that was like polished steel.
They were soon to realize that it was not only the volcano that was
here unquiet. As they crept forward in the dusk, the silence of even-
tide was shattered. Across the water caine to them an uproar of
rolling drums and braying trumpets, to which presently was added the
distant clang of alarm bells. Last of all from the vast dark square
mass of the Castel Nuovo the deepening gloom was split by a shaft of
flame. The roar of a gun shook the air, and from the plunging shot a
showier of spray was flung up ahead of the leading galley,
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